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Library2Go use continues to skyrocket.  In general there is a steady increase in 
number of checkouts as time goes on.  

In January 2010 users checked out 24,378 items, while in January 2011 users checked 
out 52,087 items!  Marketing by companies like Sony, Amazon, and Barnes and Noble 
have made many people aware of eBooks and other digital materials, and have 
doubtless driven up demand for Library2Go.
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Library2Go is Oregon branding for OverDrive services.  Other libraries and consortia 
call it something else like “My Media Mall” (North Suburban Library System – Illinois), 
“Digital Media Catalog” (Harris County PL), or “Media On Demand” (Illinois 
consortium).  In Oregon we call it “Library2Go.”

OverDrive is the company we purchase the media from. They also handle the 
website.
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The first question to ask a patron is if they use a PC or a Mac. This will determine 
what media is available to them on Library2Go.  No Linux options except for hackers.
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Patrons must download software to their computer or mobile device in order to use 
Library2Go.  The software is where they access the titles they download.

Overdrive Media Console (OMC) is necessary for using downloaded audiobooks and 
videos.  It is not necessary to have the Overdrive Media Console if a patron only
wants to use eBooks.

Adobe Digital Editions is necessary for using eBooks on a computer. An Adobe ID is 
necessary for computer and mobile users, but mobile users only need to download 
the OMC app.

The Overdrive Media Console app is necessary for mobile users:

•iPhone/iPad/iTouch – app handles ePUB eBooks and MP3 audiobooks

•Android – app handles ePUB eBooks and MP3 audiobooks

•BlackBerry – app handles MP3 audiobooks (no eBooks yet)

•Windows Mobile – app handles MP3 & WMA (audiobooks) and WMV videos (no 
eBooks yet)
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The key to who can use what type of media depends on the patron’s computer’s 
operating system (Mac or Windows).  The operating system trumps the type of 
devices they want to transfer to (like iPod or an MP3 player or a Blackberry).

•WMA = Windows Media Audio, usable with PCs but not Macs

•iPod-compatible WMA = usable with PCs but not Macs. PC users may transfer to an 
Apple device.

•MP3 = audio file format, usable with PCs and Macs

•WMV = Windows Media Video, usable with PCs but not Macs

•PDF = eBook format that retains the book’s original page layout (like columns and 
images)

•ePUB = eBook format that is reflowable. It’s kind of like a scroll.

•DRM = Digital Rights Management. OverDrive materials use DRM to manage the 
check out process and other authentication stuff. Amazon and Apple have their own 
DRM that doesn’t work with OverDrive which is part of the reason the Kindle is not 
compatible.
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“Device” in this case refers to portable devices that are used in conjunction with a 
computer.  It does not refer to mobile devices that may be used independently of the 
computer via an app (see previous slide for mobile device info).

*Some eReaders do support MP3s and allow transfer of MP3 audiobooks to the 
eReader.
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We’ve heard rave reviews from staff and patrons about the MyHelp! Feature.  Make 
sure to try it!  It helps patrons get started depending on the device used and format 
desired.
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The mobile website come up automatically on mobile devices.  The site differs from 
the regular website in several ways:

•Only displays content usable by the device

•No advanced search feature

•No links to “available titles” like on the regular site

•No way to change default lending period from mobile site

•Checkout limited to default – cannot change on title by title basis

•Cannot return eBooks early if not transferred from a computer

We have requested that Overdrive add a link to the “regular” Library2Go  website on 
the mobile site.  That way users could still get the full features of the regular site on 
their mobile device.  There is no timeline on this.  In the meantime, here are 
instructions on how to access and bookmark the regular site on a mobile device.

http://thebestlibrary.net/wordpress/blog/archives/3077
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